JUDEA DECLARES WAR ON GERMANY
Jews Of All The World Unite In Action

BOYCOTT OF
GERMAN GOODS

MASS DEMONSTRATIONS IN
MANY DISTRICTS

DRAMATIC ACTION

"Daily Express" Special Political Correspondent.

ADOLF HITLER, swept into power by an appeal to elemental patriotism, is making history of a kind he least expected. Thinking to unite only the German nation to race consciousness he has raised the whole Jewish people to a national renaissance.

The appearance of the swastika sign of a new Germany has called forth the Lion of Judah, the old battle symbol of Jewish defiance.

Fourteen million Jews dispersed throughout the world have united to declare war on the German persecutors of their co-religionists. Sectional differences and antagonisms have been submerged in one common aim—to stand by the 600,000 Jews of Germany who are terrorised by Hitler anti-Semitism, and to compel Fascist Germany to end its campaign of violence and suppression directed against its Jewish minority.

World Jewry has made up its mind to redress its cause in face of this revolt of medieval Jew-hating.

OFFICERS' DAYS OF LOVE

Dennis Glenny, the young British dress designer, finds inspiration for his fashions by skimming love letters. Every man to his own trade.

HIGHER WAGES FOR STEEL WORKERS

AN INCREASE OF THREE SHILLINGS A WEEK

BRIGHT SPOT IN A BLACK TOWN

"The Daily Express" has sent a special representative on an unofficial mission. He is touring the north in search of high wages. In his tour he is going to tell the facts about all classes of wages, high and low. He is going to show how wages vary tremendously throughout the country. He is going to show how courageous and outspoken men are favourably supported.

In his first day he is told that the steel makers of Middlesbrough have been able to make a fortune in the cause of high wages. Fitters in steel works have recently received an increase of 3s. a week, but this is a step in the right direction. It is a bright spot in an otherwise black town—brought low by wage cuts and false economy.


Mr. De Valera and State Control

SECRET MEASURE

While Mr. Jack O'Shea, the official announcement of the Irish Sweepstakes, was developing, the reports of the latest Irish lottery prize fund between lucky ticket-holders in the Dalmarnock to-day I was listening to an Under-Secretary of the Free State Government introducing a Bill which may change the whole future, scope, and purpose of these Irish lotteries.

Mr. MacDonald explains his tour

"Peace can be kept in Europe"

Mr. Ramsay MacDonald faced a crowded House of Commons yesterday afternoon when he spoke about his visits to Paris, Geneva, and Rome, and his talks with Signor Mussolini.

The German, French, Italian, Polish, and Belgian leaders were among a crowd of diplomatic representatives in their special gallery, and Mr. Bevin of Australia, and other representatives of the Dominions, were also present.

Mr. MacDonald, who was greeted with applause, declared:

"I think the earliest available opportunity to inform the House regarding what happened while I was Foreign Secretary, and myself, were at Geneva and Rome...

Labour Leader Bereaved

Mr. Lansbury, the new Labour Leader, Mr. Bevin, the Foreign Secretary, Mr. MacDonald, the Prime Minister, and many other members, were in the House yesterday afternoon.